
 
 
2 June 2020 

BAR OPENING – Semaphore SLSC 

 

Dear Member, 

As you will be aware, the SA Government effective yesterday eased restrictions on the operation of 

clubs like ours.  These changes mean we can reopen our commercial operations within strict 

guidelines.  This correspondence is to share with you what it will look like for Semaphore SLSC and to 

seek your cooperation in how this will need to operate. 

As of this weekend, our bar will be open on both Saturday and Sunday from 4pm to 8pm.  

As you would know from visiting other businesses recently, any reopening needs to comply with new 

rules to protect the health and wellbeing of everyone.  I have listed below the key things we must all 

comply with to allow us to reopen.  These include: 

• Inside we can have a maximum of 20 people permitted in each room or enclosed “separate 
area” within the club, for us this means 20 people in the bistro area and 20 people in the bar 
area.  Weather permitting, we can also have up to 18 patrons on the balcony.  Tables and 
chairs have been positioned to reflect these requirements. 

• Patrons in all areas must be seated at this stage.  Family and friends for example are permitted 
to sit together at tables without social distancing, however the back of any chair at any table 
must be at least 1.5m from the back of the chair at another table. 

• Bar service is permitted with payment by EFTPOS only; however, drinks must be consumed 
away from the bar and while seated. 

• 1.5m social distancing obligations must be met by patrons when queuing, entering, and exiting 
the club. 

• We are also asking all patrons to sign in on arrival, to manage occupancy numbers and to know 
who has been at the club at any point in time. 

• It has also been recommended that patrons stay for a maximum of two hours only. 
 

Staff have been training in the above requirements and will assist with the signing in process and 

helping to ensure compliance.  Our staffing levels will be higher than normal at this time to do this 

however through the adoption of the job keeper initiative we have been able to significantly reduce 

our wages bill making this possible. 

We request that all members and visitors to our club work with us to meet these requirements, they 

are non-negotiable and must be complied with for us to operate. 

At this stage, our bistro will remain closed, however we will review this as well as our trading hours 

post our opening this weekend. 

On behalf of the Board, we appreciate your support in allowing us to open safely and we look forward 

to seeing you at the club. 

 

Paul Breden 

Semaphore SLSC President 

 


